
GSE-1300
Small Engine
Hone Tank

GSE-1300
Please read instructions before
using.

Instructions
1. Unpack and inventory against parts breakdown. Inspect for any

shipping damage
2. Initially level machine with bolts on bottom of machine (item

24 x 4), after placing unit on clean, convenient, well lighted
area.

3. Remove expanded metal floor (item 13) and inspect for any
loose parts and damage to oil pump (item 14). Replace floor,
insuring pump is in left rear corner and cord is not held by any
metal parts damaging the insulation.

4. Check drain plug in sump area, making certain it is in place and
secure. Place hone oil in sump, enough to cover drain plug.
Recheck plug now looking for any leakage. If leakage occurs
tighten as necessary. If no leakage, continue filling sump with
the balance of 5 gallons needed to operate the hone. Make sure
hoses (item 15 and 12) are installed from pump to discharge as
in parts illustration.

5. Install light bulb in lamp (item 11) Note machine comes
prewired with all necessary ground wires in place and ground
lug on power cord. Wall outlet used to power this machine must
be wired to local codes, providing the power, return, and
ground terminals respectively. If unsure of outlet, contact a
licensed electrician before continuing. 

Note: Make sure pump switch (item 8) is in the off
position before connecting to powered wall outlet.

6. With electrical contacts checked, now plug in and turn pump
switch to on. Initially air will escape the discharge hose (item
12) and will be replaced by oil after a few seconds of operation.
The lamp can now be turned on at head with the toggle switch
above light bulb.

7. Toggle switch (item 8) also includes a plug in receptacle to
power your portable hone.

8. Work piece set up is done on cradle assembly (item 2). Work
piece can be placed directly on cradle or on 2 butterfly plates
placed
on cradle (item 4). Butterfly plates with fingers (item 3) will be
placed across hold down bar (item 1). This assembly will be
placed above work piece. Butterfly plates must be placed above
and below work piece directly across from one another and not
covering either end of cylinders. Washers (items 22) and quick
knobs (item 17) can now be placed over all thread rods (item 5)
and tightened to hold work piece securely to cradle.

9. Cradle assembly can now be tilted by loosening hand knob
(item 18) and positioning into an angle that is comfortable to
hone in and retightened to secure.

10. Position oil nozzle assembly (item 12) out of hones way, but so
oil floods cylinder. Position lamp over work to greatest 
advantage, keeping out of hones way.

Hone cylinders following hone 
manufactures recommendations 
for unit you are using.
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• Cradle adjusts for angle and locks
securely in position • Holds blocks
and heads up to 21" long • Directs 5
gallons of coolant per minute right
at the work • Fast, easy set-up –
just put the workpiece on the lower 
cradle and tighten the top cradle
down; set the desired angle, turn on the coolant and light, and
you’re ready to hone using both hands • 26" W x19" D x 48" H 
• Shipping Weight: 195 lbs • 110V pump • 4 gallon hone oil 
capacity • Non-glare adjustable worklight

Coolant Hose: Standard, 
snap-type hose adjusts for
length and holds position to
direct coolant right where
needed

Storage Shelf:
Keep extra tools
close at hand

Lock Knob:
Securely
locks
cradle into
position
after
adjustment

Worklight:
Adjusts to 
directly where
you needed
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